
CHAPTER TEN

CONCLUSIONS

How to explain medieval Holland’s rapid economic development from 
a largely agrarian region on the margin of European civilisation around 
the year 1200 to a highly urbanised and market-oriented society by the 
end of the Middle Ages? Th is book set out to explore the contribution 
of commodity market institutions rooted in the region’s specifi c social 
and political structure—in turn related to the history of reclamation 
and settlement—to Holland’s rapid commercialisation. It focused on 
the organisation of commodity markets in Holland in the 13th, 14th, 
and early 15th century and compared this to developments in England 
and Flanders (or the southern Low Countries in general), discussing 
institutions, the factors that gave rise to them, and their impact on 
market performance.

10.1 Endogenous factors

Let us begin with a sobering remark. In many respects, commodity 
market institutions in Holland were not at all unique; indeed, they 
closely resembled those in neighbouring regions. Th is is certainly 
true for the organisation of long-distance trade: the system of broker-
age in Dordrecht, for instance, functioned much as it did in the trade 
centres in the neighbouring regions. To a lesser extent, this is also true 
for local and regional trade: practices such as trading at informal 
Sunday gatherings near the church, or urban bread price regulation, 
were known in Holland as well as in many other parts of northwestern 
Europe.

In those areas where commodity market institutions in Holland do 
appear to diff er from those in England or in the southern Low 
Countries, the eff ects of diff erent historiographical traditions should 
be taken into account. Contrasts are sometimes exaggerated by the 
emphasis historians have placed on particular aspects. Th e literature 
on England, for instance, tends to underline the absence of urban coer-
cion over the countryside and the uniformity of weights and measures 
imposed by national standards. Upon closer examination, it turns out 
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that in both aspects there were exceptions and nuances that diminish 
English distinctiveness.1

Having said this, we can also conclude that some very real diff er-
ences did exist, and that these diff erences were indeed frequently 
rooted in social and political relations. Th e reclamation of Holland’s 
central peat district had given rise to a class of free peasants, who rec-
ognised the count as their sovereign but were not subject to feudal ties. 
Th e manorial system, so prominent in many parts of England, had in 
Holland all but disappeared at an early stage. Th e count of Holland, 
although clearly growing in authority especially in the second half of 
the 13th century, did not command the same power over his subjects 
as the king of England. On the other hand, towns in Holland were late 
to emerge. Once they did, urbanisation rates increased rapidly; but 
even by contemporary standards, all Holland towns were small or very 
small. No metropolis dominating the urban network developed. Towns 
only slowly acquired political infl uence: even in the middle of the 14th 
century they were by no means in a position to dictate conditions, as 
the cities of Flanders frequently were. Periods of turmoil excepted—
such as the civil war that in the 1340s and 1350s made the count vul-
nerable to urban demands—central and local power more or less kept 
each other in balance.

Th e society that emerged fulfi lled, to a large extent, conditions for 
the development of benefi cial economic institutions: a political con-
stellation that provided eff ective constraints on rent-seeking by power-
holders and that gave power to a broad group of people with investment 
opportunities and therefore with an interest in securing property rights 
for all. Th e main characteristics of this society and the way these 
aff ected the organisation of commodity markets can be summarised by 
focusing on four aspects: the balanced relation between state and 
towns, the weakness of seignorial control, the near absence of urban 
coercion over the countryside, and the limited role of guilds.

Central and local government

Th e early rise of a strong central state in England left  a clear imprint on 
market institutions: central coordination and central regulation of 
trade was much more prominent than in Holland. Even if we take into 
account that, owing to the diversity of local practice, English ambitions 
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of centralisation and uniformity were never fully realised, there was a 
stark contrast. Uniform standards for weights and measures and cen-
tral intervention in the enforcement of commercial contracts—both 
established in England largely in the course of the 13th century— were 
virtually unknown in Holland until at least two centuries later.

Th e absence of central coordination in Holland had its disadvan-
tages: fragmentation implied barriers to trade and thus, at least in the-
ory, raised transaction costs. In practice these drawbacks were partly 
mitigated by processes of voluntary adjustment to shared norms, as 
is illustrated by the active role of towns in the creation of a com-
mon standard for the size of herring casks in the 15th century. More 
importantly, the absence of central regulation also had advantages—
advantages that were perhaps less direct and less tangible, but that cre-
ated, in the long run, conditions favourable to trade. Aft er all, central 
regulation usually resulted from, and in turn reinforced, the powers of 
the state to exploit trade to its own advantage. Where it was absent, 
rent-seeking by the state was less likely to develop.

In the Low Countries, both north and south, control over market 
institutions was in the hands of local merchant elites, who had good 
reason to promote rules and practices that prevented rent-seeking by 
the ruler or his offi  cials. Local systems for the maintenance of weights 
and measures in the Low Countries were as eff ective, and probably 
cheaper and less prone to abuse, than the English centralised system. 
Likewise, comital taxation of international trade was largely restricted 
to the tolls on river transports, with rates that in comparison to the 
English wool customs were very modest indeed.

In Flanders there was, at least until the late 14th century, even less 
danger of squeezing by the ruler, but here the balance tended to tip to 
the other side. Th e large Flemish cities were so powerful that they had 
little trouble pressuring the count into far-reaching concessions, fre-
quently at the cost of others. Staple policies demonstrate this. Both 
Bruges and Ghent not only acquired important staple privileges, but 
they were also able to enforce these privileges over a wide area. Urban 
extraterritorial powers could be used to eff ectively block the eco-
nomic development of other, smaller towns, as happened in the Zwin 
estuary.

Again, conditions in Holland were more likely to stimulate growth 
in the long run. Dordrecht aspired to a privileged position similar to 
that of Ghent and Bruges, but it was not as successful in achieving this 
goal. It is true that thanks to the fact that the interests of the count and 
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the town coincided—river tolls were easier to levy if trade was concen-
trated in Dordrecht—the town had a propitious start as a staple town. 
Nevertheless, comital support was withdrawn more than once; and 
even though the alliance was usually restored aft erwards, the frequent 
interruptions did provide a check on Dordrecht’s power. Moreover, 
they made Dordrecht more vulnerable to the joint eff orts of the many 
smaller river towns— aided at fi rst by their lords but soon learning to 
form alliances among themselves—to diminish Dordrecht’s privileged 
position, or to circumvent it.

Lords and rural communities

Th e impact of the position of lords and rural communities in Holland 
on the organisation of markets is best illustrated by a comparison with 
England. Th e strong position of the nobility and the persistence of 
manorialism gave English lords a degree of control over the peasantry 
that local lords in Holland could not match. In the late Middle Ages, 
English manorialism changed character; however, this did not mean 
lords released their grip on the local economy. It merely changed form: 
requisitioning, labour services, and rents in kind made way for cash 
rents and impositions on various economic activities, including trade.

In their attempts to gain control over markets, English lords were 
sometimes restrained by the Crown, for instance during the Quo 
Warranto campaigns of the late 13th and early 14th century, when 
lords who held unauthorised markets were called to order. However, in 
many other instances institutions that facilitated rent-seeking by lords 
were left  undisturbed by central government. Regulation of weighing 
and measuring, for instance, was offi  cially based on a system of uni-
form, national standards; but in the middle of the 14th century, 
Parliament formally authorised the existing custom of the use of mano-
rial weights and measures suited to the needs of the manor’s lord. 
In fact, in many ways central institutions provided a framework that 
not only tolerated but at times also actively supported seignorial rent-
seeking. Th e right of many lords to fi ne transgressors of the national 
Assizes of Bread and Ale, for instance, permitted the lords to develop a 
lucrative system of retrospective licenses for the sale of these two basic 
foodstuff s on their lands.

Local lords in Holland—if at all present—had only limited powers. 
Th ey simply were not in a position to exploit rural trade to the full. 
It is not a coincidence that the few exceptions to this rule are found in 
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the coastal district, with its remnants of a manorial past: the abbot of 
Egmond, the lord of Voorne, and the lord of Wassenaer owned mar-
kets at some point in time and were entitled to at least part of the rev-
enues of weighing and measuring. However, in the rest of the county 
the near absence of manorial structures, combined with a lack of urban 
control over the countryside to be discussed in the next section, gave 
rise to a tradition of informal rural trade. In the second half of the 14th 
century, this tradition was to facilitate the rise of new types of special-
ised rural trade venues with direct access to international trade net-
works: fi sh markets in coastal villages and rural weigh houses for dairy 
products. In this way, the ‘absence of a truly feudal past’—in the words 
of De Vries and Van der Woude—did indeed favourably aff ect the 
organisation of medieval commodity markets.2

Rural communities in Holland were usually quite able to set their 
own economic course. Notably, villages in the north of the county 
seem to have taken the lead. In the late 13th century, we thus fi nd the 
Kennemerland villages Akersloot, Uitgeest, and Wormer involved, 
together with many of Holland’s towns, in a protest against the 
Dordrecht staple. As it happens, in the late 15th and early 16th century, 
two of these three villages actively claimed the right to regulate local 
weighing and measuring themselves. Also, public weigh houses for 
dairy in the countryside emerged fi rst—during the second half of the 
14th century—in the north of Holland. Although the count leased out 
most of these facilities to individuals, some were exploited by local 
communities. Th is suggests that although the process of reclamation of 
the central peat district does provide a partial explanation for the 
strong position of village communities in Holland, other factors also 
contributed. Th e leading role of the north seems to indicate that a 
Frisian tradition of village autonomy, most prominent in the north of 
the Holland, may have had an impact.

Towns and countryside

Village autonomy brings us to the third characteristic of the Holland 
society that aff ected market institutions: the near absence of urban 
coercion over the countryside. Th is aspect stands out best when 
contrasted with the situation in the southern Low Countries and 
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 particularly in Flanders, where towns frequently imposed regional 
trade monopolies in order to concentrate trade in a certain commodity 
within the town walls. Even though in practice these staples were 
sometimes diffi  cult to eff ectuate, there was a striking diff erence with 
Holland, where urban monopolies were not common. If they existed, 
it was mainly in border regions, where monopolies were sometimes 
granted by the count in order to prevent a shift  of economic activity 
and fi scal revenues to an adversary on the other side of the border. 
As a consequence, whereas in the southern Low Countries rural trade 
was mainly limited to local exchange, in Holland the near absence of 
urban restrictions permitted the rise of a network of rural trade venues 
with direct connections to international trade routes.

Power relations, both between towns and central government, and 
between social groups within towns, provide an important part of the 
explanation. Holland towns, when given the opportunity, did attempt 
to dominate their surroundings, as is shown by the eff orts to prohibit 
rural industries and—in the case of Alkmaar—village markets when 
comital power was at a low ebb during the civil war in the middle of 
the 14th century. However, these experiments were short-lived. Under 
less tumultuous conditions, the authority of the count provided an 
eff ective check on urban ambitions. Moreover, the merchant elites that 
ruled the towns were not, by defi nition, opposed to rural markets; aft er 
all, rural trade venues were not merely potential competitors, but in 
many cases also convenient locations for urban merchants to purchase 
the products of commercialised agriculture and fi shery.

Dordrecht was again an exception. From at least the early 15th cen-
tury onwards, the local authorities took steps to ensure that the popu-
lation from the district of Zuidholland sold foodstuff s and raw 
materials exclusively in Dordrecht. Only in the late 15th and early 16th 
century did other towns also step up their attempts to restrict rural 
trade. Th e fi nancial crisis of the late 15th century may have triggered 
urban awareness of the risks of rural competition, but the decisive fac-
tor that made change not only desirable from an urban perspective but 
also possible was the increased political infl uence of towns. In this 
respect, Holland followed a course that contrasted with what happened 
in Flanders—and in fact in many other parts of Europe—where in the 
late Middle Ages the growing power of the state tended to reduce 
urban protectionism and urban coercion.3 Nevertheless, by the end of 
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the 15th century, facilities for rural trade were fi rmly embedded in tra-
dition and privileges, and rural communities in Holland were able to 
maintain at least part of their ability to resist urban domination.

Admittedly, the absence of a hierarchical relation between towns 
and countryside that characterised medieval Holland had mixed 
results. Mechanisms for coordination across local boundaries were not 
strong. Because village courts traditionally had the same position in 
debt registration and debt recovery as urban courts, commercial con-
fl icts between a burgess and a resident of a nearby village were not 
always easy to resolve. In Flanders and Brabant, the courts of the main 
cities had a prominent role in such situations; in England, central insti-
tutions off ered a way out. In Holland, however, neither was the case. 
Nevertheless, on the whole the disadvantages were outweighed by the 
benefi ts: the absence of urban dominance over the countryside opened 
possibilities for rural commercialisation and signifi cantly reduced the 
risks of rent-seeking.

Merchant elites and guilds

Guilds, both merchant guilds and guilds of craft smen and retailers, had 
only a very modest role in the shaping of commodity market institu-
tions in medieval Holland. Th e reason is clear enough: in 13th-, 14th-, 
and early 15th-century Holland only few guilds were active. Merchant 
guilds, if they ever existed, disappeared at a very early stage: the only 
reference to a merchant guild in the Holland sources—it is from 
Dordrecht—dates from the year 1200. In most towns, guilds of craft s-
men and retailers emerged only in the second half of the 15th or even 
in the 16th century; and only in Dordrecht had a full-fl edged system of 
guilds already been established by the year 1400.

Among historians the idea that guilds are nothing but instruments 
of elite rent-seeking that frustrate economic development is increas-
ingly under attack. A growing group of scholars point to the benefi ts of 
guilds for the formation of human capital, the coordination of produc-
tion, and also the functioning of markets.4 With regard to this last 
aspect: merchant guilds did indeed provide a wide range of services 
that made trade safer in a time when the authorities were unable to do 
so, varying from protection on the road to bargaining power vis-a-vis 

4 Epstein and Prak, ‘Introduction’; see also the other contributions in the same 
volume.
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predatory rulers and mechanisms for contract enforcement. Craft  
guilds could also have positive eff ects on market performance: they 
off ered a way to solve information asymmetries between buyer and 
seller by imposing standards for quality and quantity.

Medieval Holland had to do without these assets, but that does not 
appear to have been much of a problem: urban authorities provided the 
rules and enforcement mechanisms needed to regulate trade. Related 
to their late rise, the young towns in Holland enjoyed self-government 
almost from the moment they emerged. Th e local court provided 
mechanisms for individual contract enforcement to traders and mer-
chants almost from the start, facilitating—in Greif ’s terminology—a 
smooth and early introduction of an individual responsibility system.5 
Th us the foundation was laid for the later development of the strong 
position of the local court in the resolution of commercial confl icts. 
Local authorities in Holland also provided checks on quality and quan-
tity of the products of urban industries, in a way similar to how this 
was achieved by craft  guilds in the southern Low Countries.

Th ere was obviously a reverse side to the eff ects of guilds on the 
functioning of commodity markets: guilds had the potential to develop 
into vehicles for the exclusion of outsiders from the market. In this 
sense, the near absence of guilds in the towns of Holland constituted 
an advantage. In the cities of Flanders there was, aft er the 12th century, 
no more need for merchant guilds as a substitute for urban jurisdiction 
than in Holland. Nevertheless, some of these guilds continued to exist 
for at least another century, and merchant elites probably used them as 
an instrument to defend their own interests. Holland escaped this par-
ticular type of institutional sclerosis. Even in Dordrecht the merchant 
elite was apparently unable to use the local guild as a vehicle for exclu-
sion or rent-seeking once it had outlived its original function.

Th e absence of guilds of craft smen and especially retailers had simi-
lar eff ects. In Flanders, and also in England, outsiders (non-burgesses, 
or non-guild members) oft en faced restrictions when they tried to gain 
access to urban markets. Certainly, complete exclusion was rare; and 
for products in high demand, restrictions were frequently lift ed. 
However, outsiders usually had to pay extra taxes, or had to put up 
with less favourable trading conditions. In Holland, restrictions of this 
type were unusual until the end of the 15th or even the 16th century, 
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at  least on market days—in many towns ‘foreign’ tradesmen were 
welcome at the weekly market on the same conditions as burgesses. 
In short, the overall assessment of the eff ects of the very limited role of 
guilds of retailers and craft smen in medieval Holland on the organisa-
tion of markets is favourable: it did not harm market information and 
it enhanced market accessibility.

In summary, the single most striking element was the weakness of 
both vertical ties (constraints ensuing from the exertion of lordly 
power) and horizontal ties (constraints ensuing from collectivities 
such as guilds) that characterised the organisation of commodity mar-
kets in Holland. Th is did not mean that Holland was automatically at 
an advantage. Th e weakness of hierarchical and collective forces had 
benefi ts, but also drawbacks; to a large extent, their relative weight 
depended on circumstances of time and place.

A good example is the creation, by seignorial initiative, of a dense 
network of rural markets and fairs in 13th and early 14th-century 
England. Th is development is characteristic of the control the English 
kings on the one hand and lords on the other were able to exert over 
trade. When in the 12th century it became clear that there was money 
to be made out of controlling trade, the Crown successfully claimed 
the right to install a market or fair as a royal prerogative. Lords with a 
keen eye for the gains commerce could bring, tried to acquire a market 
license. As a result, literally thousands of these licenses were granted 
between the late 12th and the middle of the 14th century. At that point 
in time, this may well have stimulated the progress of rural commer-
cialisation: it off ered tenants and smallholders a nearby outlet for their 
surplus products and provided those with little or no land with a way 
to buy the food they could not grow themselves. In the late 14th cen-
tury, however, patterns of supply and demand changed. Higher stand-
ards of living led to an increased demand for products that until then 
had been a luxury: meat, leather, fresh fi sh, dairy, and higher quality 
textiles. Th e resulting growth of specialisation and interregional trade 
was better served by another type of marketing infrastructure: the less 
formal, low-cost, and fl exible trade venues that thrived in rural Holland.

Whether this argument also applies to the trade monopolies 
imposed by the cities of Flanders is doubtful. It is perhaps tempting to 
believe that coercion was a good thing when trade volumes were still 
small, in order to support urban investments in a commercial infra-
structure, to provide peasants with a stable market, and to prevent 
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free-riding;6 but this idea is not supported by the facts. Both Bruges 
and Ghent resorted to coercion only at a later stage in their develop-
ment, when they were already fl ourishing trade centres. Th is suggests 
that the good of society at large was not the driving force: instead, elites 
used their growing power to bend the institutional framework to sus-
tain their wealth. Elites in Holland towns attempted to do the same, 
but they were blocked by countervailing powers.

Change set in at the end of the Middle Ages. Th e specifi c character 
of the Holland society waned; the balance of powers changed, and 
market institutions changed with it. Th e main eff ect in the short-term 
was an increase of urban protectionism and urban exploitation of the 
countryside. However, by then favourable institutions were well 
embedded in law and tradition. Th ey came under pressure but could 
not be budged altogether.

10.2 Exogenous factors

We can conclude that the balance of powers characteristic of social and 
political relations in Holland, did indeed give rise to commodity mar-
ket institutions that reduced opportunities for power-holders to exploit 
trade at the expense of others, institutions that were thus able to 
enhance market effi  ciency. However, this does not necessarily mean 
that the internal characteristics of society were the only elements that 
shaped the institutional framework, nor that the institutions that 
developed were the only factors that determined market performance. 
Few scholars would contest that exogenous factors also played a part. 
Nevertheless, probably in reaction to the emphasis placed on these fac-
tors until quite recently, there is a tendency among the supporters of 
New Institutional Economics to focus exclusively on endogenous ele-
ments. In reality, both endogenous and exogenous factors contributed; 
the challenge is to discover how the two interacted.

We have already seen that institutions in Holland frequently resem-
bled institutions in neighbouring regions a good deal, even though 
polit ical and social relations diff ered greatly. Th e resemblance can-
not  be entirely attributed to identical economic problems triggering 
similar solutions. At least in part, similarities are explained by a pro-
cess of institutional migration: rules, practices, and organisational 

6 Epstein, ‘Town and Country’, 14.
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 arrangements that had developed elsewhere and had proven to be suc-
cessful were simply copied. Interregional commercial contacts facili-
tated this process. Timing played a part: Holland was able to profi t 
from its position as a latecomer. Opportunities for adopting eff ective 
practices from other, more advanced regions were plentiful. In more 
than one respect the southern Low Countries, with their early com-
mercial prominence, appear to have been a source of institutional 
inspiration for Holland. In some cases the sources actually suggest a 
south-to-north trajectory of introduction of trading rules and customs 
in Holland—for instance, in the replacement of the duel by truthfi nd-
ing methods of proof in debt confl icts. or in the extension of the immu-
nity from arbitrary arrest from fairs to weekly markets.

Institutional migration is not automatic. Holland may have learnt 
from the example of others, but it was a selective learning process. Th e 
selection was at least in part determined by pre-existing institutions 
and by the social and political relations characterising Holland’s soci-
ety. However, there is reason to believe that when economic needs 
were more pressing than usual, endogenous factors mattered less. Th e 
rules and practices shaping the internal grain trade in Holland did not 
diff er as much from those in neighbouring regions as those regulating 
trade in most other commodities. Some—although not all—of the 
towns in Holland’s few grain-producing regions enjoyed regional grain 
trade monopolies, even if these were uncommon for other products; 
and, just as in the neighbouring regions, the severe grain shortages of 
the 15th century were countered with a combination of export restric-
tions, forestalling prohibitions, regulation of private grain stocks, and 
sometimes also by public grain purchases and distributions. Th e vital 
needs of grain provisioning apparently removed some of the factors 
that under other circumstances may have prevented the adoption of 
‘foreign’ institutions.

It is possible to take the argument one step further. Th e propitious 
development of the interregional sea-fi sh trade and the dairy trade that 
rural Holland experienced aft er the middle of the 14th century was 
primarily driven by a rising demand for a greater variety of high qual-
ity foodstuff s, at home and abroad. Institutions like the village beach 
markets and the weighing facilities for dairy in the countryside did not 
generate the growth of this trade, although they did facilitate and most 
likely also reinforce it. In other words, it is not just that institutions can 
be moulded by exogenous as well as by endogenous factors, but also 
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that market performance is not exclusively determined by institutions, 
whatever their origin.

Th e conclusion that non-institutional factors directly aff ected mar-
ket performance is supported, fi rstly, by the chronology of events. 
Aft er all, the basic social and political relations that provided the foun-
dation for a favourable set of commodity market institutions in Holland 
were already in place well before the middle of the 14th century; but 
only when, at the end of that century, patterns of supply and demand 
changed, was the Holland economy able to make its jump-start. 
Apparently, favourable institutions by themselves did not generate 
growth as long as other stimuli were absent.

Th e role of non-institutional factors is also demonstrated by the 
results of quantitative tests, even though these are necessarily—because 
of scarcity of reliable quantitative data—limited in scope. Although in 
the fi rst half of the 15th century internal market integration in Holland 
was probably not better than in England or in the southern Low 
Countries, external integration was relatively strong; that is, prices on 
Holland’s wheat markets moved more closely in concert with prices on 
wheat markets abroad than they did in England or in the southern Low 
Countries. Moreover, external integration was not only high in periods 
of dearth, but also when prices were low.

Compared to the modest diff erences in the level of market integra-
tion, the diff erence in the development of market orientation between 
Flanders, England, and Holland is striking. In Flanders, a considerable 
level of commercialisation had been reached by the middle of the 14th 
century: about two-thirds of labour went into market-oriented activi-
ties. However, with the exception of the coastal region, progress aft er 
that was limited. In England, market participation in 1350 was most 
likely signifi cantly below the Flemish level, but by 1500 it had just 
about caught up. In Holland, changes were even greater: by the middle 
of the 14th century, market orientation was probably a little below the 
Flemish level, but in the early 16th century an astonishing 87 to 94% of 
labour input was devoted to market-oriented activities.

It is clear that this rapid commercialisation would not have been 
possible without an effi  cient organisation of commodity markets sup-
porting it. However, this does not necessarily mean that favourable 
institutions were the direct cause. Against the background of the anal-
ysis of the institutional framework presented above, a more complex 
course of events seems more likely. Th e direct stimulus to commer-
cialisation was provided not by institutions, but by other factors: 
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changes in supply and demand related to demographic changes in the 
second half of the 14th century (a pan-European phenomenon), and 
the ecological crisis that around the same time took place in the 
Holland peat lands and initiated a shift  away from bread grain produc-
tion. Holland peasants, craft smen, and merchants were able to make 
the most of the new economic opportunities that came with these 
changes, because commercial institutions permitted an adequate 
response. In short, favourable commodity market institutions in medi-
eval Holland were a necessary condition for strong market perfor-
mance, but by themselves did not suffi  ce to generate it.

10.3 Commodity markets and factor markets

Th is book has focused exclusively on commodity markets, but of 
course the rise of commodity markets constituted only part of the 
process of commercialisation in medieval Holland: markets for land, 
labour, and capital also developed. If anything, the transformation 
experienced by these factor markets appears to have been even more 
drastic. Th e availability of recent research results on the organisation 
of factor markets in medieval Holland allows us to place the develop-
ment of commodity market institutions, as discussed in this book, in a 
wider perspective.7

Th e main features of commodity market institutions in medieval 
Holland identifi ed above—the weakness of both hierarchical and col-
lective ties—can also be discerned in factor market institutions in 
medieval Holland. In fact, on the whole the specifi c character of 
Holland’s society seems to have left  a more profound impact on the 
organisation of factor markets than on the structure of commodity 
markets. As a consequence, diff erences between Holland, England, 
and Flanders are more striking for factor markets than for commodity 
markets.

Th e land market in Holland was in many ways shaped by the ubiq-
uity of free and individual landownership. Th is stimulated the rise of a 
real-estate market unencumbered by restrictions on exchange. Whereas 
the transfer of villein holdings in England required the consent of a 
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manorial lord, in Holland no such consent was needed. Impositions on 
transfers, commonly levied by lords in England but also in Flanders, 
were low or even absent in Holland. Moreover, customary prohibitions 
on the sale of land to non-peasants or non-family members were few.8

Th e characteristics of the capital market were aff ected by those of 
the land market, with which it was intimately connected: land, aft er 
all, was the single most important collateral for long-term loans. 
In England, the rise of the capital market was probably slowed down 
by the constraints on villein land; in any case, an English market 
for renten, the main instrument used to create funded debt in Holland 
and also in the southern Low Countries, did not develop. Moreover, 
because of the competition from royal, manorial, and ecclesiastical 
courts, English local courts did not have the same central position in 
the registration of land and capital transfers as their counterparts in 
the Low Countries. As a consequence, reliable information on prop-
erty rights was not as easily available in English villages. Diff erences 
between Holland and the southern Low Countries are at fi rst sight not 
as striking, but they are nonetheless essential. In the south, urban 
courts used their monopoly in the registration of transfers to reinforce 
their domination of the surrounding countryside. In Holland, village 
courts maintained their central position in land and capital markets, 
thus providing the rural population with a stronger position in both.9

Holland’s labour market was to a large extent defi ned by early per-
sonal freedom. In England labour markets were characterised by 
restrictions on mobility ensuing from either feudal obligations or, in 
the wake of the Black Death, central labour legislation such as the 
Statute of Labourers; in Holland such restrictions were absent. Corvée 
labour, common in many parts of Europe, was employed only in excep-
tional situations in Holland, such as severe fl ooding or an acute threat 
of war. Th is was also true for the southern Low Countries, but there 
fl exibility and mobility in the labour market, or at least in the urban 
segment, were restricted by guild regulations on access to the trade and 
employment conditions. In Holland, the late rise of craft  guilds meant 
that regulations of this type were not introduced on a signifi cant scale 
until the late 15th century.10
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Why did endogenous factors—the social and political relations that 
characterised Holland society—leave a deeper imprint on factor mar-
ket institutions than on commodity market institutions? Th ree possi-
ble explanations come to mind. Th e fi rst is one of timing. Both in 
Holland and elsewhere, commodity markets were the fi rst to develop; 
factor markets emerged at least two centuries later. Despite the scarcity 
of sources, we may safely assume that in some places in Holland small-
scale commodity markets existed in the 12th century and quite possi-
bly earlier than this. Continuity of a trade function dating back to 
the late Carolingian era—in, for instance, Vlaardingen, Valkenburg, 
Medemblik and Muiden—cannot be ruled out. Th is might mean that 
some of the most basic institutions regulating commodity trade date 
back to a time when the large-scale reclamation of the peat district had 
not yet taken place, and the specifi c characteristics of the society that 
Holland was going to become had not yet developed. Th us, commod-
ity market institutions would, from the beginning, have been based on 
the same principles as those in adjoining regions, which would in turn 
have directed the course of their later development. However, this line 
of reasoning attributes a very profound infl uence to what at best can 
only have been a thin and rather superfi cial layer of early market insti-
tutions; it is diffi  cult to believe that these institutions would have had a 
lasting impact once the political context changed.

A second consideration focuses on the process of migration of insti-
tutions. Commodity trade crosses boundaries frequently and easily. 
Trade contracts between merchants may have facilitated the migration 
of institutions developed elsewhere. Examples are not diffi  cult to fi nd. 
We saw how the Cologne standard weight was used in interregional 
trade throughout the Rhine delta; we also saw that once that was the 
case, Cologne weights became the standard at many local markets as 
well. Certainly, medieval factor markets were by no means purely local 
or regional either. However, at least for the land market and the labour 
market, the parties that determined the institutional framework (land-
owners and landusers, and employers and labourers respectively) may 
not have had the same international outlook as merchants.

Th irdly and fi nally, factor market institutions by their nature were 
probably closer to the most basic values of life and therefore more 
fi rmly embedded in the fabric of society. As in almost all pre-modern 
societies, in Holland land and descent were constituents of power. 
Land ownership to a very large extent defi ned the status of an indi-
vidual in society—not just his economic position, but also his role in 
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the family, his social status, and his political infl uence.11 Th erefore, the 
way land markets were organised, and by implication also the organi-
sation of the capital markets that developed from these land markets, 
was intimately linked to the basic characteristics of society. To a lesser 
extent the same is true for labour: then, as now, labour determined a 
person’s position in life. Labour market institutions, especially if they 
relate to aspects like labour mobility or remuneration, cannot be easily 
disentangled from the society of which they are a part. Although the 
movable goods a person owns also matter for status, they do not have 
the same defi ning quality. Th is would explain why the link between 
commodity market institutions and the structure of society is not as 
tight: commodity market institutions might simply be more adaptable 
to exogenous forces.

In fact, this demonstrates that for an explanation of the rapid commer-
cialisation of Holland in the Middle Ages an analysis of commodity 
markets alone does not suffi  ce: a wider perspective is needed. Be that 
as it may, clearly the characteristics of society that determined the 
organisation of factor markets also had an impact on commodity mar-
kets. Even though by itself this would not have been suffi  cient to gener-
ate economic growth, it did help to improve the effi  ciency of these 
markets. Th e Holland towns that in 1457 raised their voices against the 
fi sh staple in Naarden because it clashed with the tradition of a free fi sh 
trade were of course biased—this particular interpretation suited their 
own interests.12 Nevertheless, there was some truth in their statement: 
in Holland, restraints on trade, although not absent, were in many 
respects relatively mild, allowing people to make full use of commer-
cial opportunities once these presented themselves.
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